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Driving microfluidic flow in micropixels by electrowetting to realize light switches

and displays is of both practical and fundamental significance. The electro-optical

performance related to microfluidic behavior needs to be clarified to optimize device

functions. In this article, the microfluidic performance in electrowetting display devi-

ces was categorized according to the oil-water interface shape and response. The oil

film movement was divided into vertically “thinning” and transversally “opening,”

for which the “thinning” process was found the key factor determining the pixel

switching speed rather than the “opening” process. Therefore, the breakup point and

the oil film thickness were critical, which could be controlled by surface wettability

and oil volume. We have also realized a new oil filling method with controllable dos-

ing volume assisted by the microfluidic creation of microdroplets. This study could

help quantitatively understand electrowetting display performance in both its theoret-

ical and practical aspects.VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941843]

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing interest in electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) has led to a wide range of

scientific and technological investigations motivated by its applicability in digital microflui-

dics,1–3 lab-on-a-chip systems,2–4 and droplet-based optofluidics.5–9 Microlenses, electrowetting

displays, and optical switches are the typical examples of electrowetting optofluidic systems.10

Electrowetting could vary and control the wettability of a solid surface by an externally applied

voltage.9,11–14 It is generally agreed that electrowetting is one of the most flexible tools which

could achieve reversibility,15,16 reproducibility,17 and mobility3,18 in microdevices.

The fundamental understanding of the electrowetting fluidic dynamics19–23 and non-

equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) code4,24 have been developed. Most studies have

been done by actuating millimeter-sized aqueous sessile droplets on flat solid surfaces by direct

current (DC) electrowetting.17,25–30 In a range of voltages, the contact angle changes with the

applied voltage corresponding to the Young-Lippmann equation

cos h Vð Þ ¼ cos h 0ð Þ þ
1

2cgl
CV2

; (1)

where h(0) and h(V) are the contact angles of a water droplet on a hydrophobic surface without

(0) and with an applied voltage (V); cgl is the interfacial tension between liquid and gas; C is the

capacitance per unit area which in our case is the constant capacity across the insulator layer,
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described by C¼ e0er/d with e0 and er being the dielectric constant of vacuum and the relative

dielectric constant of the insulator layer, and d, the thickness of the insulator layer.31 The advan-

tages of electrowetting include reversibility, contactless control, low voltage driving, and materi-

als biocompatibility for which this technology has been used to drive droplets,1,17,21,22,28,30,32–34

display information,35–39 microlenses,9 prisms,40 and colloidal particle assembly.41

The application of electrowetting for displays was proposed by Beni and Hackwood in

1980s,42,43 however, the impressive video-speed display devices were only realized by Hayes

and Feenstra in 2003.35 In the last decade, this technology has been widely studied.44–50 Color

switching of the electrowetting display is realized by showing the color of a dyed oil film or

the underneath substrate by applying a voltage in the range of 0-V voltages. Currently, the

companies of Amazon, Gamma Dynamics, ADL, ITRI, Etulipa, and Guohua Optoelectronic Co.

Ltd. are working on the industrialization of the electrowetting display technology.36

The detailed device structure and performance are demonstrated in Fig. 1. The standard con-

figuration of an electrowetting display device consists of the bottom substrate with electrodes and

hydrophobic insulator layer, hydrophilic grids (pixel walls), colored oil, conductive liquid, and

the top electrodes on the cover substrate (Fig. 1). The response of the electrowetting effect highly

depends on the properties of the materials of the different functional layers. Particularly, the prop-

erties of the hydrophobic insulating layer are known to play an important role in electrowetting

devices.18 To obtain a wide contact angle change with low voltage, a high initial contact angle of

the conductive liquid is preferred. Multilayer materials have also been studied to achieve both

insulating and hydrophobic functions, for instance, the inorganic insulating materials like SiO2,

Si3N4, SiOC, or ONO (oxide-nitride-oxide) combined with a hydrophobic coating layer.14,32 This

offers a larger contact angle change at the same applied voltage due to their higher value of the

dielectric constant. The amorphous fluoropolymers with low surface energy were typically used

in the electrowetting display as a hydrophobic insulator, for example, AF1600,15,51 FluoroPel

1601V,2,52 Cytop CTL-809M,53 and fluorinated polyimide.54

In the electrowetting display devices, except for the hydrophobic insulator and the micropixel

wall, the dyed oil and conductive liquid materials are also critical for the display perform-

ance.46,55–58 In this article, we chose AF 1600 as the hydrophobic insulator, SU-8 3005 as the

micropixel wall material, and Keyston Blue dissolved in dodecane as the dyed oil for reason of its

stability and widely investigated properties. A 0.1wt.% NaCl aqueous solution was used as the

conductive liquid phase. As seen from Fig. 1, the conductive liquid filled the gap between the oil

and the top plate (electrode), driving the dye oil and moving it when actuated by electrowetting.

To fill both the non-conductive dyed oil and conductive aqueous phase into the display de-

vice homogeneously without bubbles, a self-assembly method was typically applied.38 The vol-

ume of the oil inside the micropixel was sensitive to both materials properties and filling process

parameters. In the published literature, we found that the resulting oil distribution in the micro-

pixel was different. The oil-water interface was found concave (negative) with respect to the oil

phase in Refs. 56 and 59 and convex (positive) with respect to the oil phase in Refs. 35, 55, 57,

and 60–62. Properties like the interaction between liquid and solid phases (surface tension,

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the electrowetting display device.
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contact angle), the filling speed, and the oil film between air and oil during filling could all affect

the filled volume and homogeneity of the dosed oil in the pixels. According to different oil distri-

bution models, the typical oil film breakup and redistribution inside the confined micropixel are

also different, which in the end affects the response time (display speed) and the white area frac-

tion (opening fraction) of the micropixels.

In this article, we investigate the details of the oil film distribution modes in the micropix-

els of electrowetting display devices and categorize them into four modes according to the oil

volume. We have carefully studied the fluidic flow in the micropixels and propose a mechanism

of the oil film breakup and oil movement in the micropixel. For the first time, we find that the

oil film thinning process is the main factor determining the switching speed which is one of the

critical parameters when evaluating a display device. To control the volume of the dosed oil in

each micropixel, we propose a new dosing method by combining the self-assembly filling with

pre-generated oil droplets using a microfluidic device. The oil droplet volume could be pre-

cisely controlled by the pre-prepared oil droplet in a microfluidic device. With the success of

this approach, we could control the oil volume in the micropixel on-demand, which helps better

control the optical performance of electrowetting devices.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Device fabrication

The indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass (0.7mm thick) with square resistance of 100 X/�

was used as the electrodes and supporting substrate (Shenzhen Laibao Hi-tech Co. Ltd., China).

DuPont Teflon AF 1600 was used as the hydrophobic insulator layer which was spin-coated on

the electrode layer with a dry film thickness of about 800 nm.63 Subsequently, the hydrophobic

surface was treated to become hydrophilic using oxygen plasma equipment (ME-6A, Institute

of Microelectronics, Chinese Academy of Science, China). The hydrophilic grids were patterned

using SU-8 3005 (Microchem Corp, Newton, MA, USA) by photolithography.63 The obtained

film thickness and grid size were measured by a Dektak XT (BRUKER, Germany). The pixels

were 150 lm� 150 lm with grid height and width about 6 and 15 lm, respectively. Colored oil

and conductive liquid was then filled and sealed with a cover plate to form an electrowetting

display device.

B. Blue dye preparation

The blue dye was purchased from Keystone, USA. The dye was first purified before using.

The dye solution was subjected filtration process through a silica gel column (300–400 mesh,

Haiyang Chem., China). The top of the gel column revealed a thin black-colored layer which was

due to impurities. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was then used to further separate the unde-

sirable impurities from the dye.39 After purification, the blue dye was dissolved in n-dodecane

(Aladdin, GC, China) and used as the colored oil.

C. Contact angle measurement

The ITO substrates coated with 800 nm AF 1600 and 6lm SU-8 3005 were placed under

ultra-pure water, and then oil droplets were pumped onto the surface of AF 1600 and SU-8

3005 using micro-injector, surrounded by water. The contact angle of oil droplets on AF 1600

and SU-8 3005 surrounded by water was measured by a contact angle meter OCA 15 Pro

(Dataphysics, Germany).

D. Microdroplets creation

Monodisperse microdroplets of dyed oil were created using a flow-focusing glass microflui-

dic chip purchased from Micronit Microfluidics, the Netherlands. A syringe pump (KD

Scientific, Hong Kong, China) was used for fluidic pumping. A high speed camera (Phantom

MIRO M110, Vision Research, USA) integrated with a microscope (CKX41, Olympus, Japan)
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was used for observing the fluidic behavior in the microfluidic chip. Colored oil droplets with a

size of �50 lm were produced in the flow-focusing glass chip with outer and inner phase flow

rates of 0.1 and 0.01ml/h, respectively. The microdroplets were then flowed out through a

micro-tube to a glass bottle filled with de-ionized (DI) water and ready for the self-assembly

filling process.

E. Electrowetting display device test

To quickly test the electrowetting display device, a drop of blue oil (1–2 ll) was purged on

the pixelated plate, and then covered with aqueous solution. The electrical circuit was realized

with a metal wire electrode inserted into the aqueous solution, and the other electrode was

directly connected to the conductive ITO layer underneath the insulator layer. Both electrodes

were connected to an impedance analyzer (6500B, WAYNE KERR, Britain) which was used to

perform the electrical driving and measurements. The oil motion was then visualized and

recorded by the high speed camera/microscope setup.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electrowetting display functions by switching the micropixels to show the oil film

color or the underneath substrate color when the oil film fully fills the pixel or is contracted to

the corners, respectively. With an opaque bottom substrate, the incident visible light is reflected

depending on the dye and substrate materials. The response time is determined by the oil

motion, and the optical property is dependent on the electrical force and the pixel structure.

A. Switching modes in micropixels

Seemann et al.11 have studied the wetting morphologies of liquid at microstructured surfa-

ces, demonstrating various interface morphologies controlled by the liquid volume, surface

wettability, and microstructure geometry. In square microwells, the liquid distributed as a con-

tinuous film or a concave interface (negative to air) without breaking if the contact angle was

<45�; however, the liquid distributed as small droplets sticking to the corners or a convex inter-

face (positive to air) when the contact angle was >45�.

In our experiments, when the dyed oil solution touches the fluoropolymer surface, it will

be attracted to and spread over the micropixel surface due to the hydrophobic interaction

between the hydrophobic AF 1600 and dodecane solution. In electrowetting display devices, the

oil typically stays inside the pixel surrounded by the pixel walls with the bottom contacted to

the fluoropolymer surface and the top exposed to the conductive water phase. The oil film mor-

phology therefore varies with the oil volume and the surface wettability of the pixel. To demon-

strate the different morphological modes of the oil distribution in micropixels, we performed

the experiments on a pixelated plate and successfully obtained four types of typical modes, as

shown in Fig. 2(a). This figure shows that the interface morphology changed with the quantity

of added oil. Modes 1 and 4 were obviously under-filled and over-filled statuses with incom-

plete oil film and coalesced oil droplets, respectively. These two modes were not applicable for

electrowetting display. In modes 2 and 3, the oil spontaneously filled the micropixels forming

complete oil films but with different oil-water interface curvatures, facing the oil and water

phases, respectively.

When �40V voltage was applied on the bottom electrodes, all oil droplets started to move

transversally after a short period of time and reached the final states as shown in Fig. 2(b). In

mode 1 pixels, the oil film coverage was not complete with an opening in the center of the film

where the film started to spread immediately with the applied voltage. The oil then became

attached to the corners of the micropixels and difficult to completely recover after the electrical

field was released. For the big merged blue drop in mode 4, when the voltage was applied, it

started to contract whereby the edges digitally moved towards the center. This agreed with the

Wenzel mode of structured hydrophobic surface.13,64,65 The drop spread again after turning off

the electrical field.
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Because of the incomplete film and merged oil drop, modes 1 and 4 were not further con-

sidered hereafter. Both modes 2 and 3 pixels could reversibly open and close by the electrowet-

ting effect (see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)) which could satisfy the requirement for electrowetting

displays; however, they demonstrated different microfluidic behavior. Therefore, modes 2 and 3

were investigated in detail as reported in the following.

In mode 2, the oil-water interface was concave from top view (negative curvature to oil

phase). When a voltage was applied, the oil film was broken from the center of the micropixel

where the oil film was thinner, and then each part of the film moved towards the four corners

and formed smaller droplets. When the electrical field was released, the four oil droplets flowed

back to the pixel center and reunited to form a complete oil film (Fig. 2(c)). Analyzing mode 3,

we found that a convex interface (positive to the oil phase) existed between oil and water

phase. The oil film was broken from the edge and pushed aside to one of the corners, forming

a large oil droplet standing adjacent to the pixel walls which spread back re-forming an oil film

when the driving field was turned off (Fig. 2(d)).

To obtain more information, we analyzed the grayscale pattern of the image of a single

micropixel, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) for the original (closed) and final (open) states with

an applied voltage of �40V of mode 2 pixel, and Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) for the original (closed)

and final (open) states with an applied voltage of �40V of mode 3 pixel. The intensity through

the pixel diagonal showed that the oil-water interface curvature was not simply like shown in

the reference11 since in our case the pixel was made of two different materials: AF 1600 and

SU-8 3005. The interface curvature was thus determined by both surfaces of the hydrophilic

grids and the hydrophobic Teflon. The contact angle of the oil droplet surrounded by water on

SU-8 3005 was 80.5� (>45�) and on AF 1600 was much smaller than 45� (a more precise value

was difficult to measure using current instrument because the oil phase spreads widely on AF

1600 surface according to the hydrophobic interaction). In our experimental device, the pixel

height and length are 6 lm and 150 lm, respectively, giving an aspect ratio (height/length) of

the micropixel of 0.04. The oil film profile in micropixels experienced the under-filled

FIG. 2. Microscopic images of oil-water two-phase fluidic distribution in micropixels with different amount of oil without

(a) and with an applied voltage of �40V (b). The four modes of the pixels are categorized into (1) under-filled oil with

incomplete oil film, (2) suitable amount of oil with a negative interface curvature to oil, (3) suitable amount of oil with a

positive interface curvature to oil, and (4) over-filled oil forming a merged big oil drop. (c) and (d) The off-on-off states for

modes 2 and 3, respectively. The oil and water are blue oil and 0.1M NaCl aqueous solution, respectively.
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(mode 1), concaved film (mode 2), convex film (mode 3), and over-filled (mode 4) with addi-

tion of the oil volume, which is agreed with the proposed mechanism.11 The extracted X-axis

and Y-axis interface profiles are shown on the top and right of the images of Figs. 3(a)–3(d).

The initial status showed that the pinned film in the pixel was determined by the volume of the

oil and the contact angle of pixel material. When a voltage was applied, the hydrophobic AF

1600 surface became hydrophilic, and water started to be attracted to it. The oil film then broke

either from the pixel center or from the edge where the oil film was the thinnest. After film

breaking, the oil was pushed forward by the wetting water to the pixel wall and corners to let

more water come into contact with the hydrophilic surface. In the end, oil accumulated at the

corners forming pinned droplets and exposing the underneath substrate showing its color.

The schematic drawings of the interface moving are shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). In mode 2,

the small droplets left in the center was formed by the film breakup caused by the instability of

thin oil film.66,67 In mode 3, such small satellite droplets were seldom found because the film

was thicker.

B. Electro-optical performance

The purpose of the electrowetting display is to obtain optical variation via microfluidic

movement driven by an electrical field. This is dependent on the response of the water phase to

the applied voltage, which then drives the oil film to move resulting in an optical switch.

Therefore, the microfluidic dynamics is very important in this device. We recorded the detailed

FIG. 3. Oil-water microfluidic performance in modes 2 and 3 of the electrowetting display pixels. (a) and (b) The micro-

scopic images of the original status of modes 2 and 3. (c) and (d) The microscopic images of the final status of modes 2 and

3 with an applied voltage of �40V. (e) and (f) The schematic diagrams of the oil-aqueous solution interface movement

with applying a voltage (red line) in modes 2 and 3. The profile lines attached in A, B, C, and D are the grayscale profiles

of the oil-water interface along the pixel diagonal (yellow line) extracted from the microscopic images.
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process of the film breaking and moving using a high speed camera. By analyzing thousands of

microscopic images of each process with millisecond time resolution, we obtained both the

optical properties and response time in each stage.

The optical performance was evaluated by the white area fraction which was calculated by

WA% ¼ 1�
Aoil

Apixel

� �

� 100; (2)

where Aoil and Apixel are the area occupied by oil and the overall pixel area, respectively. The

white area fraction changed with time for modes 2 and 3 as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).

The results demonstrated clearly that the maximum white area fraction of mode 2 was

�45% which was smaller than the value of mode 3 of �55%. However, the pixel switching

speed of mode 2 was higher than that of mode 3. Categorizing the process by inspecting the

time dependence of the WA% as well as the high-speed recordings, we found that the whole

process could be divided into three stages: “thinning,” “opening,” and “stabilizing” (see the

inset of Fig. 4(a)). When a voltage was applied, the film thinning was started without its trans-

versal position changing from the top view. This process was called the "thinning" stage. In the

"thinning" stage, the top view image did not show oil film opening (transversal) movement.

This process is normally missed if the millisecond movement cannot be caught continuously

using a high speed camera.68 The oil film was “broken” when the film stopped thinning and

started opening. In the next stage, the oil film moved towards the corners. This stage was

named the "opening" stage, and it was accompanied by an obvious rapid change in the white

area fraction. The “opening” stage stopped when most of the oil had reached the walls after

which a stable situation was reached which was named the "stabilizing" stage in which the

WA% only varied slightly. Hydrodynamically, during the “thinning” stage, the water phase trav-

els vertically towards the Teflon to break the oil film; during the “opening” stage, it increas-

ingly wets the Teflon, pushing the oil to move transversally to achieve optical opening of the

pixel till the “stabilizing” stage with only small further changes of the oil shape occurring.

Fig. 4 shows the stages categorization and the experimental results. The “thinning” stage of

mode 2 was much shorter than mode 3, on average 2.5ms and 16.5ms, respectively. The aver-

age time for “opening” was 6.5ms and 11.5ms for modes 2 and 3, respectively. Therefore, the

total switching time was about 9.0ms and 28.0ms for modes 2 and 3. It is also obviously seen

from the error bars in Fig. 4(b) that the time of the "opening" process was more constant and

the time variation between modes 2 and 3 was small. However, the time needed for the "thin-

ning" process varied a lot between modes 2 and 3 in the range from 1.8ms to 22.5ms, a differ-

ence with a factor of 12.5. The time for "thinning" process could be either shorter (0.1 times)

or longer (5.5 times) than the “opening” time. This could be explained as following. The plane

pixel size was standard (150 lm � 150 lm), and the maximum WA% variation was insignificant

FIG. 4. (a) White area fraction versus time of pixels for modes 2 and 3. Inset is the schematic drawing of the three micro-

fluidic moving stages. (b) Operation time of different oil film moving stages for modes 2 and 3. The error bars show the

standard deviation of the values, and the hollow symbols represent the minimum and maximum values of the processes.
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as shown in Fig. 4(b), which meant that the transversal moving distance showed no big differ-

ence for the same mode. However, the film thickness could be very different depending on the

dosed oil volume in each pixel, and therefore, the vertical travelling distance varied a lot. This

meant that the "thinning" stage rather than "opening" stage caused big differences in the pixel

opening speed. This behavior is different from we originally thought, and it is also different

from most published results. The difference can be ascribed to the use of the high-speed camera

enabling a high spatial and temporal resolution study of the single pixel switching process in

the electrowetting display device, resulting in the optical performance. Based on this result, we

found out that the key parameter to achieve higher speed and larger open area fraction in the

same electrowetting display device is the filled oil amount. On the other hand, it requires a

more precise dosing technology to control the oil film thickness in every pixel equally and sat-

isfy the quantitative investigation.

C. Dosing with controllable volume using microfluidic created oil droplets

As discussed in Sec. III B, the oil film thickness in the pixel is very important for the switch-

ing speed. In general, the electrowetting pixel is filled using the self-assembly method,38 as sche-

matically demonstrated in Fig. 5(a). The dyed oil is poured on the water surface forming a thin

film which is filled into the pixels when the water-oil interface moves along the pixelated sub-

strate. This method is sensitive to the oil film properties (thickness, surface tension, viscosity)

between the air and water phase, the moving speed of the oil-water interface, and the surface

properties of the AF 1600 and SU-8 3005 grids. Therefore, the obtained oil volume in the micro-

pixels is not constant in different experiments. The dosed oil volume furthermore varies with the

FIG. 5. (a) Schematic of the normal self-assembly oil dosing method. (b) New dosing method of combining self-assembly

and microdroplets. (c) Microfluidic droplet generation device: flow focusing microfluidic structure (top), blue oil droplet

generation in microfluidic device (bottom left) and generated oil droplets before dosing.
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oil type, conductive liquid, the materials and the aspect ratio pixel materials, and the stability and

speed of filling process. We see this as the reason why the literature has shown different images

of filled pixels.35,55,57,60,62,69 Here, we propose and have realized a new method of precisely dos-

ing oil into micropixels by combining the self-assembly method with microfluidic droplets with

pre-defined volume. The schematic view of the new method is shown in Fig. 5(b) by combining

the normal self-assembly dosing method (Fig. 5(a)) and microdroplets (Fig. 5(c)).

We used a glass microfluidic chip with flow-focusing junction to create monodisperse

microdroplets with precisely controlled volume. Oil droplets with a diameter of about 50 lm

were obtained and then exported out of the device via a microtube into a glass bottle filled

with 0.01wt.% SDS aqueous solution, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The oil droplets on the water

FIG. 6. Digitally dosed micropixels. (a)–(d) Microscopic photos (top) and corresponding black and white images extracted

from the top images for pixels filled with one droplet (a), two droplets (b), three droplets (c) and four droplets (d). (e)–(h)

Microscopic images of multiple pixels filled with one, two, three, and four droplets, respectively. (i) Average gray scale

versus droplets numbers in each pixel with the standard deviation out of 100 pixels.
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surface were then introduced into a self-made filling tank for dosing the micropixels by the

self-assembly method.

In the normal self-assembly method, the oil film on the water is continuous. The dosing

volume is then determined by the factors discussed before. In this new method, since the oil

droplets are individual, single droplet dosing could be achieved. By controlling the number of

droplets per pixel, we obtained pixels filled with controllable oil volumes, for which the exact

film thickness could be calculated. Fig. 6 shows the results of obtained pixels filled with one,

two, three, and four droplets (�50 lm diameter). The droplet and pixel volume were 65.4 pl

and 135.0 pl, respectively. Therefore, in Figs. 6(a)–6(d), the exact oil volume in the pixel was

65.4, 130.8, 196.2, and 261.6 pl, which was 0.48, 0.97, 1.45, and 1.94 times the pixel volume,

respectively. Therefore, the minimum and maximum film thickness for A, B, C, and D could

be calculated later. By analyzing the grayscale of these images, we obtained an average inten-

sity of each pixel of 113.6, 97.8, 80.2, and 65.9, and an intensity difference between two

neighboring pixels of 15.8, 17.6, and 14.3, respectively. This confirms that the volume of

the oil in the pixels increases digitally with the number of dosed oil droplets. Pixels of

Figs. 6(a)–6(d) represent modes 1, 2, 3, and 3, respectively. Figs. 6(e)–6(h) demonstrate ten

pixels filled with one, two, three, and four droplets, respectively. Fig. 6(i) shows the average

gray scale value and standard dievation obtained from 100 pixels for each point. The number

of droplets filled in pixel could be controlled by density of oil droplets on surface, water mov-

ing speed and number of filling cycles. By carefully controlling the filling speed, we did not

obtain under-filled pixels corresponding to mode 1 or over-filled pixels corresponding to

mode 4. The use of separated oil droplets instead of the continuous oil film during self-

assembly filling process thus has the substantial additional advantage of avoiding under-filled

micropixel (mode 1) and over-filled micropixels (mode 4) which are detrimental for a display

device.

This new filling methodology shows controllable oil volume dosing in micropixels. On the

one hand, this is very important for further quantitative understanding of the microfluidic

behavior in electrowetting devices. On the other hand, it can help improving the electrically

driving optical performance via controlling the microfluidic parameters.

IV. CONCLUSION

The electrowetting display is of practical interest to both academic and industrial research-

ers. Although there has been a lot of work done in this area, the fundamental understanding of

the microfluidic behavior related to the opto-electrical performance is still lacking. By carefully

investigating micropixels of electrowetting displays, we proposed four pixel filling modes

according to the difference in oil film integrity and microfluidic behavior. Modes 2 and 3 repre-

sented two typical functional pixels, for which oil-water interface curvatures were negative and

positive with respect to the oil phase, whereby the interface distribution was determined by the

oil volume and surface wettability. On switching the oil film was found to break from the pixel

center or the edge of films based on its initial thickness distribution. Surprisingly, we found

that, compared to the pixel "opening" stage (in which the water and oil phase moved horizon-

tally driven by electrowetting), the preceding oil film "thinning" process (in which the water

phase moved vertically) played the key role in determining the switching speed of a micropixel.

To obtain quantitative oil dosing in the micropixels to optimize the switching speed, we pro-

posed and successfully realized a new filling method which was assisted by precisely controlled

oil droplets created by using a microfluidic device. This methodology could not only control

the dosing volume but also avoid the failure modes of under-filled (mode 1) or over-filled

(mode 4) micropixels. By precisely analyzing the microfluidic behavior in the micropixels

assisted by the new controllable volume dosing method, we hope it will be possible to further

quantitatively understand the electrowetting performance. Overall, our results can be of great

help to optimize the design of electrowetting display and other electrowetting driven devices

like microlenses, digital microfluidics, microprisms, microfluidic arrays and so on.
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